
ITALY
2 Nights Rome + 2 Nights Venice



About Venice
Architecture of Venice

• There are over 450 palaces (palazzi) in Venice.

• Buildings and palaces in Venice are built in a mixture of styles: Byzantine, Baroque, Gothic etc.

• The famous San Marco bell tower, or campanile, was built in the 12th century and collapsed in 1902. The 
tower was rebuilt to be exactly the same as the previous one. It is 98,6 metres tall, which makes it fifth tallest 
bell tower in Italy. Some say that the best view of Venice is from the tower.

• There are millions of wooden piles under the Venice lagoon.

• Venice was not built directly on the surface of the islands, buildings are supported by wooden platforms.

Gondolas of Venice

• One of the most recognizable symbols of Venice are gondolas. Not everyone thinks about things like how they 
are made while enjoying their ride, but that is actually an interesting story: each gondola is made of eight 
different types of wood. Left side is bigger than the right one for 24 centimeters (almost a feet), and the parts 
of gondolas are symbols of some parts of Venice – front part represents six city zones, back part represents 
island Guideka, and the central part represents famous Rialto bridge.

• Best time to visit from April to June and September to October (spring and fall)





About Rome

About Rome

• Rome, Italy’s capital, is a sprawling, cosmopolitan city with nearly 3,000 years of globally 
influential art, architecture and culture on display. Ancient ruins such as the Roman Forum 
and the Colosseum evoke the power of the former Roman Empire. Vatican City, headquarters 
of the Roman Catholic Church, boasts St. Peter’s Basilica and the Vatican Museums, which 
house masterpieces such as Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel frescoes.

Architecture of Rome

• Ancient Roman architecture adopted certain aspects of Ancient Greek architecture, creating a 
new architectural style. The Romans were indebted to their Etruscan neighbors and 
forefathers who supplied them with a wealth of knowledge essential for future architectural 
solutions, such as hydraulics and in the construction of arches. Later they absorbed Greek 
and Phoenician influence, apparent in many aspects closely related to architecture; for 
example, this can be seen in the introduction and use of the Triclinium in Roman villas as a 
place and manner of dining. 

• Best time to visit from April to June and September to October (spring and fall)





Flight Details

2N Rome & 2N 
Venice India to Rome Venice to India

November 2016
Airport Air Line Timings ( Dur) Stops Air Line Timings ( Dur) Stops

Mumbai
Turkish Airline 

721/1865
06:55-13:35 10H 10M

1H 15M Halt 
in Istanbul

Turkish Airline 
1872/720

14:20-05:15 11H 25M
1H 40M Halt 
in Istanbul

Delhi
Turkish Airline 

717/1865
06:55-13:35 10H 10M

1H 25M Halt 
in Istanbul

Turkish Airline 
1872/716

14:20-05:15 11H 25M
1H 40M Halt 
in Istanbul

Chennai
Emirates 
543/97

03:30-12:40 12H 40M
2H 40M in 

Halt in Dubai
Emirates 136/544 15:25-08:15 13H 20M

2H 35M in 
Halt in Dubai

Bangalore
Emirates 
569/97

04:20-12:40 11H 50M
2H 10M in 

Halt in Dubai
Emirates 136/564 15:25-08:50 13H 55M

3H 25M in 
Halt in Dubai

Hyderabad
Emirates 
525/97

04:10-12:40 12H 00M
2H 20M in 

Halt in Dubai
Emirates 136/526 15:25-08:40 13H 45M

3H 30M in 
Halt in Dubai

Average 49000



Day Wise Itinerary

Day 1

 Meet and greet at the airport

 Transfer to the hotel & check-in

 Lunch at the Indian Restaurant

 Time at leisure

 Dinner at an Indian Restaurant

 Transfer back to the hotel

 Overnight stay at the hotel in Rome



Day 2 – Rome Sightseeing

• Breakfast at the hotel

• Proceed for guided sightseeing of Rome

• The Colosseum (outside)

• The Campidoglio

• The Imperial Forums

• The fountains & squares of the capital, Trevi
fountains, Spanish Square

• The Pantheon

• Lunch at an Indian Restaurant

• Tour of Vatican City with Sistine Chapel

• Proceed to an Indian Restaurant for dinner

• Overnight stay at the hotel in Rome



Day 3 – Rome - Venice

• Breakfast at the hotel

• Check-out of the hotel

• Proceed towards Venice (By road)

• Check-in to the hotel in Venice

• Time at leisure, shopping

• Dinner at an Indian Restaurant

• Overnight stay at a hotel in Venice



Day 4 – Venice Sightseeing.

• Breakfast at the hotel

• Proceed for Murano, Burano & Torcello Tour.

• Lunch at an Indian Restaurant

• Free time for shopping

• Enjoy the Gondola ride for 30 mins

• Dinner at an Indian Restaurant

• Transfer back to the hotel

• Overnight stay at the hotel in Venice 



Day 5 – Departure from Venice

• Breakfast at the hotel

• Check-out of the hotel

• Transfer to the airport



Hotel Options in Rome
Mercure Rome Colosseum Centre (4 Star)

• Thanks to its enchanting location just a few hundred yards 
from the main archaeological sites and the majestic Colosseum, 
which you feel like you can almost touch from the panoramic 
terrace and pool, the Mercure Roma Centro Colosseo hotel 
offers an unforgettable setting in which to experience the 
charm of the Eternal City.

• No of rooms: 161



Hotel Options in Venice
Holiday Inn Venice - Mestre Marghera (4 Star)

• This contemporary hotel is within a 6-minute walk of 2 
bus stops; it's 12 km from Rialto Bridge, which crosses 
the Grand Canal, and 13 km from Saint Mark's Basilica. 

• No of rooms: 187



Cost Implication

Hotel Name Holiday Inn & Mercure

Ground Cost – Per Person on Double 
Share

INR 67,690/-

Flight – Per Person INR 49,000/-

Total Package Cost – Per Person INR 1,16,690/-

Note:

• At this point of time no services are confirmed and the same is subject to availability.
• Flight cost are indicative and are subject to change.



Inclusions

• Accommodation in well appointed rooms for 4 
nights/5days on Double sharing basis.

• 01 breakfast, 01 lunch & 01 dinner for each 
night of stay

• Return Airfare Tickets

• Airport–hotel–airport transfers

• Transfers for all sightseeing places mentioned in 
the itinerary. 

• Transfer for Intercity on private share basis

• All Hotel Taxes

Exclusions
• Anything not mentioned in the mentioned 

inclusions

• Travel Insurance

• Visa Cost

• Any Personal expense (laundry services, 
mini bar consumption etc.)

• Early check-in or late check-out

** For Visa details visit page - http://www.vfs-italy.co.in/**

http://www.vfs-italy.co.in/


THANK YOU!!

For Queries Contact Us:

Wayne Fernandes: +91 – 9167 499292

Gavin Dcosta: +91 – 9167 499293 


